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Common stain artifacts include:
• Stain precipitate • Stain debris • Excessive water on the slide or in the stain producing refractile edges on erythrocytes
Daily review of stain quality and intensity against a known normal well stained and coverslipped slide may be helpful in preventing a gradual darkening of the stain which could obscure the critical morphologic characteristics.
Scanning the Blood Film
Once prepared and well dried, the film is reviewed first using a low (10X) power objective. This scan should include review for: 
Cell Estimation
White blood cell estimates may be performed as a check on the automated cell count for flagged Complete Blood Count (CBC) specimens and as a general review of WBC distribution prior to differential cell counting. Platelet estimates are also a useful check on automated platelet counts. Routine performance of platelet and WBC estimates ensures competence with this process when instrument counts are inaccurate or erroneous.
Calculation of a "field" or "estimate" factor for WBC and platelet estimation is required for each microscope type used in the laboratory. This procedure ensures that the factor utilized in estimating a platelet or WBC count accounts for the field size of the particular microscope and objective lens.
Following is an example of a method for calculating the field factor:
1. Using the 100X oil immersion object, count the number of platelets in 10 fields.
2. Calculate the average number of platelets per field and record. 3. Divide the platelet count by the average number of platelets per field to obtain the field factor for that blood film. 4. Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 for each of 31 blood films. 5. Calculate the average field factor by totaling the 31 individual blood film field factors and divide by 31. 6. Round to the nearest whole number.
A similar strategy may be used for calculating the field factor for determining WBC count estimates but would usually be done using a low power or 10X objective. Artifactual or spurious estimates may arise in the setting of very high or very low hemoglobin concentrations. A high hemoglobin may promote counting being performed in the "thin" area of the smear, resulting in an underestimating of the count. A low hemoglobin may result in an overestimate due to the tendency to count in the "thick" regions of the slide.
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Platelet estimates and WBC estimates are generally expected to check to within 15% of a normal automated count. At very low or very high WBC counts, the accuracy compared with the automated counter may vary.
Red Cell Morphology Review
Ideally, within a laboratory, standardized definitions and reporting format should be employed. The College standards specify that red cell morphology shall be graded in a standardized fashion on all blood films, according to written criteria.
Many texts and atlases (see references) provide excellent definitions and clinical relevancy discussions.
It is important to remember when grading or estimating total numbers of poikilocytes, that not all morphologic subtypes are of equal importance. For example, schistocytes and spherocytes are important and clinically meaningful when present even in small numbers. Target cells and elliptocytes, conversely may only be important if very prominent and frequent. Cell morphology grading should take into account these distinctions.
When reporting RBC morphology it is also important to take into account relevant information from the automated cell counter. When the MCV is low, a recheck of the film is warranted before reporting macrocytes as the apparent macrocytes are likely to be normochromic normocytic cells on a background of profound microcytosis. Similarly, if the MCV is high, a review of the film prior to reporting microcytes may be advisable.
For laboratories with a low testing volume, it may be appropriate to review some or all films even when criteria for release of automated differentials are met, to assist with the assurance of ongoing technologist competency in manual differential reporting.
The manual differential in this setting, may serve as a check on the automated differential in some cases, while in others, the automated differential provides a check on manual differential performance accuracy.
Particularly in the setting of fragile cells such as lymphocytes, the manual differential may underestimate the lymphocyte number and therefore spuriously increase the relative number of neutrophils.
When performing a manual differential it is important to:
• Use a standard review pattern to avoid recounting the same cells • Check the accuracy of all technologists regularly expecting +/-12% accuracy for cell identification versus a gold standard derived by consensus or automated differential counter.
Summary
The peripheral blood film remains a very useful tool in hematological assessment. Attention to detail in slide preparation, staining and standard criteria for cell estimates, morphology and differential reporting enhance the value of results provided to the physician.
